1 Introduction

The motivation for writing this review came from a pronounced interest of the shipping and shipbuilding industry for ships assigned to work in a low-temperature environment. In principle there are two dominant low temperature problems; those related to the ships carrying very low-temperature liquefied cargo (ethylene, LNG-liquefied natural gas), and those related to all vessels intended for the service in a low-temperature environment such as the Arctic [1].

The review is focused on the influence of the low-temperature surroundings on the ship’s structure and on the occurrence of the ballast freezing. The safe operation of the vessel in the low temperature environments implies an adequate selection of the material for the ship’s hull and the equipment, as well as a sufficient heating capacity of the thermal plant in order to balance the overall acting heating loads in the extremely harsh environmental conditions.

This paper presents a methodology for assessing the loads caused by low temperatures. The proposed method involves the consideration of the physical and operational aspects, with emphasis on the dominating influence of the thermal interactions occurring between the hull and the low temperature environment, which includes wet air, sea, sea ice and snow.

In addition, important aspects which must be taken into consideration are thermal interactions among different temperature items that are contained inside the ship, so this review presents a general approach to the mathematical modelling of the overall thermal interactions that occur during shipping.

The paper presents an approach to solving a very complex thermal problem by defining a system of many nonlinear differential equations, and further shows that such a complex system can be solved in real time using appropriate mathematical tools such as the software program Mathematica 7. Its application is illustrated by the example of an almost realistic modelling of thermal interactions between the oil tankers with double hull and low temperature environments during navigation through the Arctic.
2 Specifics of shipping through the Arctic region

2.1 Economic and maritime character of the Arctic region

In the past few years enormous reserves of oil and gas have been discovered on land and at sea, particularly in the Barents and Kara Seas. Therefore, much attention has been focused on this part of the Arctic region (AR). It has been estimated that up to 25% of the world’s undiscovered gas reserves lie in this area [2], [3].

It is envisaged that these discovered gas fields will be developed by using a combination of gas networks (mainly for the European gas market) and maritime transport with a considerable number of LNG carriers (mainly for the North-Western European and North American gas market) Figure 1a [2]. These ships will operate in severe weather conditions characterized by very low air temperatures, and in some parts of the route will be navigating through ice-covered sea either during the winter months or all year round.

In addition, the Northeast Passage or the Northern Sea Route (length around 6920 nm), as shown in Figure 1b., has been for 100 years reflected as an achievable shipping shortcut between Europe and the Far East (the route through the Suez Canal is about 11 430 nm). In this context since the end of the 19th century, Russia has put considerable efforts in developing the infrastructure of maritime transport through its respective part of the AR, resulting in the acquisition of significant experience in the organization of Arctic navigation [4] – [6].

Extreme climatic conditions in the AR impose substantial requirements for the ship and the crew and represent a significant challenge in performing maritime operations, mainly due to very low air temperatures (LAT), strong winds, freezing precipitation, frozen and slippery work surfaces and reduced visibility due to shortened daylight or complete absence of daylight as well as usually foggy winter days [7].

Average min. daily air temperatures (DAT) along the coasts of the Russian and Canadian Arctic during winter months vary between -50 °C and -45 °C, as is illustrated by the blue line in Figure 2a. [9]. Due to close monthly fluctuation of the mean DAT between average max. and min. DAT values, as shown in Figure 2b., as well as DAT fluctuations, the LAT close to -65 °C can occur [9], [10].

During the summer, one or two storms having velocities above 15 m/s often occur, but during the winter, the windstorms that are
very intense, reaching 30 m/s or occasionally even more, with a usual duration of only 6 to 12 hours (in some areas to four days) occur. In addition, the waves higher than 5 m are rare during the summer, but in the winter, the wave height can exceed 7-9 m. Further, although the first-year ice is dominant in the AR with a mean ice thickness up to 1.5 m, the southern Barents Sea may be ice-free until the middle of February, when thickness of the ice cover reaches more than 1.2 m maintaining the ice growth until May, whilst summer ice melting in the North Kara Sea is very slow, and very often the ice cover remains for the second year or longer, so that it makes the navigation along these areas hazardous and sometimes impossible [11].

Due to the decrease of the ice cover in the AR, the spray icing of ships and platforms i.e. *ice accretions* (IA) may be more frequent and more severe in the coming years than it has been in the past. Thus, the ice accumulates as an ice-water-air mixture with a density depending on the weather conditions on the vessel location (\( \rho_s \approx 850 \text{kg/m}^3 \)), as shown in Figure 3 [15]. Snow presents an additional problem. If it is accumulated and frozen, it can build to 100 mm of solid ice or 300 mm and more of porous ice, and consequently can cause local overstressing or reduction of overall stability by increasing topside weight and the areas exposed to wind [16].
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**Figure 3** Ice accretions on the deck of a tanker

**Slika 3** Nanosi leda na palubi tankera

### 2.2 Main problems involved in shipping through the AR

It is apparent that tankers and LNG carriers operating in the extreme cold weather conditions of the AR are exposed to unique risks, and owing to the Classification Societies, new winterization guidelines are being established to meet the challenge of maintaining the necessary level of safety and environmental protection for the operation of these ships [12]-[14].

As very LAT are expected to be encountered by the ship during the voyage or in port, from the engineering point of view there are several of design and operational items that need to be considered. In terms of low temperature influences, the Design Service Temperature (DST) representing average min. DAT will be used.

When the ship is sailing in ballast condition through the harsh environment, ballast freezing (BF) in unheated double side ballast tanks (DSBT) above the ballast waterline will occur. In such conditions, even in cases where the tank itself does not freeze completely, thick ice formation or complete blockage within vent pipes due to air frosting (AF) has also been noted. Although extracted ice in the tank where freezing has occurred acts as an insulating layer reducing the heat load, freezing must be prevented because ice represents a weight that may not be discharged when the vessel is loaded, reducing the deadweight capacity. Thus, when DST is less than -30°C, the steam heating coils are required to be installed for ballast heating in the fore and after peak, as well as in the DSBT.

In addition, there are also other problems that must be considered. They include the following: selection of steel grades for the structural parts exposed to very low temperatures (especially for LNG carriers), maintaining of liquid cargoes at the assigned storage temperatures (crude oil, heavy and marine diesel oil, lubrication oil, etc), providing heating and ventilation in the accommodation spaces such that at the DST the air temperature in the accommodation spaces is not less than 20°C, pre-heating of the combustion air for prime movers to permit proper functioning of the their equipment, etc.

### 2.3 The acting thermal interactions between the ship and the environment

In terms of assessing the modelling of thermal interactions between the ship and the environment, it is necessary to assign distinguished physical models (PM) of ship’s compartments to characteristics modes of the thermal interactions that are appearing in the realistic surroundings.

Regarding the overall thermal interactions between the ballast and its surroundings, it is necessary to consider several essentially different PM. During the navigation in ballast condition through different climatic regions characterized by intermittent environmental parameters changing in a wide range of values (air and sea temperatures, wind, insolation, etc.), the heat load of the ship’s compartment is continuously changed, and consequently various physical processes such as internal AF, outside IA, and eventually BF if ballast heating coils have not enough capacity, occur.

*Models without AF, IA, BF and radiation effects*

The simplest PM that is shown in Figure 4, presents the symmetric thermal system of a double skin tanker in the ballast (DSTiB) that contains the cargo tank filled up with air or inert gas of unsteady temperature \( T_3(t) \), P&S double bottom and DSBT containing ballast and air of unsteady temperatures \( T_j(t) \), \( T_6(t) \) and \( T_{iB}(t) \), respectively. The symmetric thermal system is only valid when overall environmental vector quantities acting on the ship are complement with its longitudinal symmetric plane and when P&S ballast tanks are equally filled. In this case, it is assessed that inside AF and BF, as well as outside IA, do not occur and further the only convective and conductive mechanisms of heat transfer are taken into account, whilst long and shortwave radiation heat transfer is neglected.

So, taking into account unsteady temperatures of the atmospheric air \( T_j(t) = T_3(t) \) and sea \( T_{iB}(t) = T_6(t) \), between the ballast in the DSBT indexed by \( i \), and some surrounding item indexed by \( j \), the unsteady heat load \( \Phi_j(t) \) will appear. Besides that, due to the existence of the mechanical and thermal imbalance between the air in the tank and the environment, the convective streaming
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of the air through the corresponding vent system that induces adequate heat flow $\Phi_j(t)$ will occur.

Models taking into account AF, IA and BF

When navigating in ballast condition, a large part of the DSBT is in contact with the environmental air, having thus the lowest temperature among all surrounding items, and in this case the lowest temperature of the ballast occurs at the internal side wall surface. In the case of LNG carriers, the lowest temperature of the ballast may appear at any contact surface that divides the ballast tank from the cargo containment space. Figure 5 presents the ballast tanks arrangement in some tanker when the freezing process of the inadequately heated DSBT is in progress. The BF starts on the contact plating having the lowest temperature i.e. at the shell plating of the freeboard designated with number 17 that is in contact with the atmospheric air.

This model may be interesting for precise dynamic simulations of the BF in the extreme harsh environment and, based on it, the max. thickness of the ice extracted from the ballast can be estimated, and its influence on increasing stresses in the structural elements can be determined too. Besides that, when extreme environmental items are returned to their average values, better insight in the possibility of ballast defrosting by the existing heating system is achieved. However, even if BF is prevented in the harshest conditions, both AF in the top DSBT and IA due to the influence of the sea waves, wind and extracting frost from the atmospheric air on the outside under-surfaced surfaces, may occur.

Models taking into account radiation effects, without AF, IA and BF

In case of an asymmetric heating load inside the considered ship section, as shown in Figure 6, which is a consequence of the acting solar insolation and of unequally filled P&S ballast tanks, the thermal imbalance between P&S ballast tanks must be taken into account. Besides, by convection and conduction, reasonable heat amounts are transported by the longwave radiation occurring between the different tempered walls through the spaces containing transparent media like air. There are also heating gains of the components of solar radiation on exposed surfaces. Due to that, all quantities on the portside are marked with indices $p$, whilst those on the starboard are marked with indices $s$.

This model is interesting when it is advisable to model the thermal interactions between some ship’s compartment and relating surroundings, in order to estimate the acting of the accumulated heat in the compartment on the delay of the relating extreme responses, such as minimum ballast temperature in the harshest environmental conditions.

3 Modelling of overall thermal interactions between the ship and the surroundings

3.1 Dynamic thermal network concept (DTN) for thermal interactions modelling

The application of dynamic thermal networks (DTN) for the modelling of thermal interactions between the ship compartments having different temperatures and the surroundings is presented in this section. In general, the application of DTN allows the systematic formulation and solution of general and complicated thermal problems appearing throughout the ship by establishing and solving a corresponding system of differential equations. Further, it is also explained how to apply a DTN concept that includes the overall thermal interactions between different-tempered walls and how to establish the corresponding equations [17], [18].

In this approach, a conditioned ship compartment surrounded with $n$ different compartments that are composing a finite number of parts $n$, called nodes, each of which is assumed to be isothermal and has its own heat capacity (capacitance). For a realistic modelling of thermal interactions, the capacitance is assigned to each node, and thus created nodes are further interconnected.
with corresponding resistances (conduction, convection and/or radiation), making an appropriate DTN, as it is shown in Figure 7 for a flat fluid-tight wall.

As the walls of the ship compartments are thin and have relatively high thermal conductivity, the conductive thermal resistances (CTR) are negligible and the temperatures through them are close to constant \( T_i(t) \approx T_{ai}(t) = T_j(t) \), and therefore the inner and outer convective thermal resistance (COTR) can be expressed in dependence on the temperatures \( T(t) \) and \( T_i(t) \), i.e. \( T(t) \) and \( T_j(t) \). Such a simplified dynamic thermal network branch (DTNB) is shown in Figure 7c.

By using DTNB for each \( i^{th} \) one-layer wall having the capacitance \( C_i \) and unsteady temperature \( T_i(t) \), the thermal interactions between the \( p^th \) ship’s compartment filled up with a nontransparent fluid having the capacitance \( C_i \) and temperature \( T_i(t) \) and \( n \) different compartments filled up with corresponding nontransparent fluids having unsteady temperatures \( T_j(t) \) and negligible capacitances can be drawn as illustrated in Figure 8.

Other characteristic items in Figure 8 are as follows: \( R_{ij} \) is thermal resistances between the \( p^th \) media and the \( j^th \) wall, i.e. between the \( p^th \) and \( j^th \) media, \( \Phi_i(t) \) is unsteady heat flow between the \( p^th \) and \( j^th \) media, \( T_j(t) \) is temperature of the heating media intended for balancing of the overall heating load of the \( p^th \) compartment, whilst \( R_{ji} \) is thermal resistance between the heating media and the \( j^th \) media.

From this simplified DTN, by using general Kirchhoff’s law for the flow in each node having capacitance, a system of nonlinear first order differential equations involving \( n_i + 1 \) unknown temperature functions is established, as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
C_i \frac{dT_i(t)}{dt} &+ \frac{T_i(t) - T_{ai}(t)}{R_i(T_i(t), T_{ai})} + \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{T_j(t) - T_{ai}(t)}{R_{ij}(T_j(t), T_{ai})} = 0 \\
C_j \frac{dT_j(t)}{dt} &+ \frac{T_j(t) - T_{ai}(t)}{R_j(T_j(t), T_{ai})} + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{T_i(t) - T_{ai}(t)}{R_{ij}(T_i(t), T_{ai})} = 0, \quad j = 1,2,...,n_i
\end{align*}
\] (1)

As the COTR generally depends on the unknown temperature of media and contact wall surface, the corresponding system of differential equations is nonlinear and solvable exclusively by an adequate numerical method. For instance, using the empirical expressions for the convective heat transfer coefficient (CHTC) for a horizontal flat plate [19], and using numerical sign function by which the heat flux facing is taken into account, the following expression for CHTC is obtained:

\[
\alpha_{ij}(T, T_j) = 0.27 \frac{g(T_j - T)}{L_{g}} \left[ \frac{\nu(T_j, T_i) \alpha(T, T_j)(T_j + T)}{\Phi_j(T_j, T_i)} \right]^{\frac{1}{2}} + 0.15 \frac{g(T_j - T)}{L_{g}} \left[ \frac{\nu(T_j, T_i) \alpha(T, T_j)(T_j + T)}{\Phi_j(T_j, T_i)} \right]^{\frac{1}{2}}
\] (2)

In this expression \( g \) is gravitational acceleration, and \( L_g \) is characteristic length that is defined by the formula \( L_g = A_i \sqrt{2P_i} \), where \( A_i \) is flat plate area and \( P_i \) is its perimeter. The physical properties of the \( p^th \) media are \( \lambda(T, T_j) \) thermal conductivity, \( \alpha(T, T_j) \) thermal diffusivity and \( \nu(T, T_j) \) kinematics viscosity, and each of them is determined for the mean temperature \( T_{ave} = (T_j + T_i) / 2 \). By using table values for the physical properties of the media, the approximate expressions enabling analytic formulation of the thermal interactions in any conditions can be created. For instance, based on the above mentioned, the dependence of the CHTC on the temperatures of the media and contact surface is achieved, as shown in Figure 9 [1].

The temperature-dependent total thermal resistances \( R_{ij}(T, T_j) \) and \( R_{ij}(T, T_j) \) (convective + conduction), for the case of natural convection are defined as follows:

\[
R_{ij}(T_j) = \frac{1}{\lambda_i(t) \alpha(T_j, T_i)} + \frac{\delta}{2 \lambda_i(t) \alpha(T_j, T_i)}
\] (3)
Thermal capacitances \( C_i \) and \( C_f \) are defined by the following formula respectively,

\[
C_i = c_i \rho_i V_i(t)
\]

where \( C_i \) is specific heat capacity and \( m_i \) is mass of the wall, \( \delta_i \) and \( A_y \) are steel plate thickness and area respectively, \( \rho_i \) is steel density, and \( f_i = 1,1 \times 1,15 \) is a factor by which the mass of the stiffeners is taken into account, and \( c_i \), \( \rho_i \) and \( V_i(t) \) are specific heat capacity, density, and volume of the \( i^{th} \) media, respectively.

The unsteady heat flow indexed by \( j \) appearing between media in the \( p^{th} \) compartment and fluid-tight wall is defined by the expression

\[
\Phi_{ji}(t) = \frac{T_i(t) - T_j(t)}{R_{ji}(T_i, T_j)}
\]

while the total heating load of the \( p^{th} \) media is defined by the expression

\[
\Phi_{wp}(t) = \frac{T_p(t) - T_w(t)}{R_{wp}(T_p, T_w)} = c_i \frac{d T_p(t)}{d t} + \sum_{j=1}^{n} R_{ji}(T_i, T_j) T_i(t)
\]

### 3.2 Extension of the DTN concept to the modelling of thermal interactions onboard ships

The application of the above mentioned concept of DTN for modelling the thermal interactions between a tank and its surroundings is valid only in the case when the tank is filled up with nontransparent fluid having a fixed mass and unchanging aggregate state.

If a ship’s compartment is a tank intended for the storage of liquid, then for safety reasons it must not be fully filled up with the liquid, but in its upper part a vapour mixture is contained. By means of the conducting system the vapour mixture is connected to the corresponding system for its treatment or is released to the atmosphere. For instance, loaded LNG tanks contain the amount of LNG that corresponds to about 98 % of the tank volume, while the remaining tank volume contains the vapour mixture consisting predominantly of the LNG vapour and a minor part of the nitrogen vapour that remained in the tank after inerting sequences [20]. On the other hand, ballast tanks that must not be filled up with ballast, in their upper parts contain wet air that is connected by the vent system with the atmosphere.

Generally, regarding the thermal interactions modelling, each partly filled tank should be divided into two different artificial compartments, whereat it is preferable to accept the contact surface between the contained media (liquid and gas or vapour mixture) as an artificial one-layer wall. Such an artificial wall has no thermal capacitance, neither heat conductance exists, but only convective heat transfer between the existing media occurs, and there is also radiation heat transfer between the liquid media and the nontransparent surroundings.

In view of the overall thermal interactions modelling, it is evident that in the ship compartments, especially in the cargo and ballast tanks, the geometry of the surfaces contacting with the fluid is changed. These geometric sizes can be understood as variable thermal interfaces that participate in the accumulation and transfer of the heat, as well as in the processes involving the changes of the aggregate state of media.

For considering the real situation in a tank containing a variable mass of fluid due to its inflow and outflow, the usage of macroscopic laws of mass and energy for the nonisothermal systems will be necessary. Thus for the \( p^{th} \) compartment having \( p_i \) inlets and \( p_o \) outlets, the unsteady-state macroscopic balances of the mass and energy take the form as follows [20]:

\[
\frac{d m_i(t)}{d t} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{p=1}^{p_i} m_{ij}(t) - \sum_{p=1}^{p_o} m_{ip}(t)
\]

\[
\frac{d E_i(t)}{d t} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} E_{ij}(t) - \sum_{j=1}^{n} E_{ji}(t) + \Phi_{ji}(t) + \sum_{j=1}^{n} \Phi_{wj}(t)
\]

Here \( m_i(t) \) and \( E_i(t) \) are total mass and energy of the items contained in the \( p^{th} \) compartment respectively, according to the following expressions:

\[
\Phi_{ji}(t) = \rho_i(\phi_i) V_i(t)
\]

\[
U_{ji}(t) = U_i(t) + U_{ji}(t) + E_{ji}(t) + E_{pj}(t)
\]

where \( U(t) \), \( E_i(t) \) and \( E_{ji}(t) \) are internal, kinetic and potential energy of the contained fluid, respectively, whilst \( U_{ji}(t) \) is internal energy of the major part of the web girders immersed into the \( p^{th} \) fluid. Other items are: \( \rho_i(\phi_i) \) and \( V_i(t) \) fluid density and volume, \( \rho_{v} \) and \( V_w \) web girders density and volume, respectively.

If a web girder is immersed in the fluid, then its temperature is close to the temperature of the fluid \( \phi = \phi_{ij} \), and its internal energy can be expressed by the following formula:

\[
U_{ji}(t) = f_{ij} c_i \rho_i V_i(t) \phi_{ij}(t)
\]

where \( c_i \) is specific heat capacity of the web structural material.

With regard to the consideration of the thermal interaction between various ship compartments, the kinetic and potential
energy can be ignored (except in cases of fast filling or emptying of the tank), so for the total energy of the \( P \) compartment the following expression is valid:
\[
E_i(t) = U_i(t) + U_{\psi_i}(t)
\]  
(14)

The total energy influx \( E_i(t) \) through the \( i^{th} \) inlet and energy efflux \( E_j(t) \) through the \( j^{th} \) outlet are defined by the following expressions:
\[
E_i(t) = \dot{m}_i(t) \left( h_i(t) + e_{\psi_i}(t) + e_{\alpha_i}(t) \right) 
\]  
(15)
\[
E_j(t) = \dot{m}_j(t) \left( h_j(t) + e_{\psi_j}(t) + e_{\alpha_j}(t) \right) 
\]  
(16)

In most cases, specific potential energy \( e_{\psi}(t) = \frac{1}{2}g z(t) \) can be ignored, however, it is necessary to take into account specific kinetic energy, particularly during the loading and unloading, and it is defined by the formula
\[
e_{\alpha}(t) = \alpha(t) \overline{T^2}(t) / 2
\]  
(17)
where \( \alpha(t) \) is the kinetic energy correction factor, \( \overline{T}(t) \) is the average fluid velocity in the cross-section pipe, and \( z(t) \) is the height measured from the reference level.

The specific enthalpies \( h_i(t) \) and \( h_j(t) \) are defined by the adequate expressions depending on the existing aggregate state of the media, and generally it is valid:
\[
h = u + p / \rho
\]  
(18)

It is important to note that in some cases mass inflow and outflow of the fluid for the \( P \) compartment are not prescribed, but they must be determined. Thus, during filling or emptying of the ballast tanks, the volume of air contained in the tank is changed, and consequently other thermal properties of state are changed, resulting in inflow or outflow of air. In addition, streaming of air through the related vent system occurs during unchanging volume of air and ballast, due to the existence of mechanical and thermal disequilibrium with the atmospheric air.

In general, for the determination of the air flow through the vent system it is first necessary to consider the operational sequences occurring within the existing surroundings, and then to approach the modelling of the non-isothermal streaming of air.

Due to this, to achieve a more accurate simulation of the thermal interactions occurring on the side of air into tank and vent system, it is reasonable to estimate the quasi-state nonisothermal streaming of the incompressible viscous fluid, for the mathematical modelling of which, besides the equation of state, it is also necessary to use quasi-state macroscopic balances of the mass, momentum and energy. Concerning the problem area discussed in this paper, the air streaming through the vent system can be ignored, so the air capacitance can be defined by the formula
\[
C_i(t) = \frac{c_i p_i V_i(t)}{R_i T_i(t)}
\]  
(19)

By neglecting the radiation effects on the internal and external surface of the one-layer wall, only the inside and outside COTR increased for the corresponding CTR are taken into account. As the thermal capacitance of the temperature boundary layer of the fluid is negligible because it is very thin, only the thermal capacitance of the wall should be taken into account.

In some cases, like LNG tank containment system where very thick insulation layers of the primary and secondary barriers exist, and there is also a very thin layer of the invar membranes, it is necessary to use a multilayer wall for the realistic modelling of heat transfer, because the temperature gradient through insulation layers is noticeable. Thus, in the simplest case of modelling thermal interactions between LNG in the tank indexed by \( i \) and media in the \( P \) compartment, the corresponding DTNB contain besides their thermal capacitances \( C_i \) and \( C_p \), also the following thermal capacitance: \( C_{\text{primary membrane}} \), \( C_{\text{primary}} \) and \( C_{\text{secondary insulation layer}} \) and \( C_{\text{inner skin/plate}} \).

In this case, unsteady heat transfer through a four-layer wall between \( i \) and \( j \) is defined by the four nonlinear differential equations as follows:
\[
C_{\text{primary membrane}} \frac{dT_i(t)}{dt} + T_{i} - T_{i-1} + \frac{T_{i} - T_{i-1}}{R_{i}} = 0, \quad i = 1,2,3,4 \tag{20}
\]
where \( T_i(t) \) is unknown unsteady temperature of the \( P \) layer, whilst \( R_i \) is temperature dependent heat resistance between layers \( i \) and \( i-1 \), according to the expression:
\[
R_{i} = \frac{T_{i} - T_{i-1}}{2A_{i-1} \lambda_{i-1}} + \frac{T_{i} - T_{i-1}}{2A_{i} \lambda_{i}}
\]  
(21)

For the first and the last layer, where COTR on the internal and external contact surfaces are taken into account, expressions (3) and (4) are valid respectively, and here given items relating to the \( P \) layer are \( A_{\text{inner skin/plate}} \) area, \( \delta_{\text{thickness}} \) thickness and \( \lambda_{\text{(T)}} \) temperature dependent heat conductivity, which for thinner layers can be taken as constant.

### 3.3 Modelling of thermal interactions when aggregate state is changed

It is necessary to indicate the change of the aggregate state that can occur during characteristic ship’s operative intervals and to develop adequate mathematical models for defining unsteady thermal properties of the generated two-phase media. With respect to the upcoming thermal interactions, and the multi-component mixtures, like LNG and sea ballast, at least two-component mixtures should be accepted in order to model the acting physical processes in an authentic way.

Besides that, it is necessary to establish the corresponding mathematical models for time changeable geometric sizes, i.e. unsteady thermal interfaces, by which the influence of the unsteady intensive properties of the two-component media on its extensive properties are taken into account. In the context of the issues discussed, which are focused on the ship’s operability in the low temperature surroundings and on the approach of solving the thermal problems by the application of the DTN concept, the development of the adequate mathematical model for modelling the overall thermal interactions during BF is most demanding.

For consideration of the heat exchange between two spaces having different unsteady temperatures \( T(t) \) and \( T(t) \), and which are mainly partitioned by a one-layer fixed wall, and sometimes, when AF, IC and BF occur, by the attachment layers, the adequate DTN can be defined. These attachment layers of the frost air,
frozen ballast and IA, characterized by unsteady thicknesses that can vary from zero to a maximum value, present added unsteady thermal resistances.

In general, if BF has to be prevented, then the ballast temperature on the contact surface having the lowest temperature must not drop below the solidification temperature at the given salinity [21], [22]. In that sense and for simplification reasons, ballast that is in its nature a multi-component mixture consisting of various salts dissolved in pure water, can be accepted (without violation of the acting physics process) as a two-component mixture of sodium chloride and water (NaCl-H2O), for which it is inherent that during of the process of freezing pure ice is excreted from it, and consequently the salt concentration $\xi_1n$ in the remained liquid phase is increased, as illustrated in Figure 10, (based on [23]).

The process of excretion of the crystals of pure ice is started on the contact sub-cooled plate when its temperature $\theta_1^0(t)$ drops below the ballast solidification temperature $\theta_1(t)$.

During the excretion of pure ice from the saturated ballast, the salt concentration in the remaining ballast is increased as shown in Figure 10, and practically for each new acting temperature $\theta_1(t) < \theta_1^0(\xi_1)$ a higher concentration of salt on the liquids line is pertained.

By neglecting the influence of the temperature boundary layer on the amount of the liquid phase enthalpy of enriched brine, the enthalpy of the entire ballast is defined as follows

$$H_b(t) = m_b(t) h_b(t) + m_b(t) h_{wb}(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

where $h_b(t)$ and $h_{wb}(t)$ are unsteady specific enthalpies of the excreted pure ice and enriched brine respectively.

The unsteady specific enthalpy of the pure ice is defined by the expression

$$h_b(t) = q_s + c_s (\theta_1) \theta_1(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

where $q_s$ is specific melting heat and $c_s (\theta_1)$ is temperature dependent specific heat capacity.

The specific enthalpy of the brine through unsaturated band depends both on the unsteady salt concentration and the unsteady temperature, so it can be defined by an approximate mathematical expression obtained on the basis the realistic $h - \xi$ diagram of mixture NaCl-H2O as follows:

$$h_{wb}(t) = h\Big[\xi_1(t), \theta_1(t)\Big] = \sum_{i=0}^{s} q_s \xi_1 (t) \theta_1^i(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

For the determination of the masses of the extracted pure ice $m_b(t)$ and reached brine $m_b(t)$, the overall mass balance and mass balance of the salt must be used, respectively,

$$m(t) = m_b(t) + m_b(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

$$\xi m = \xi_1 m_b(t) + \xi_1 (\theta_1) m_b(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (26)

where the salt concentration contains as follows: $\xi_1$ of unsaturated ballast, $\xi_1 (\theta_1)$ of saturated ballast, and $\xi_1 = \theta_1$ in the extracted pure ice on the sub-cooled plate.

The unsteady salt concentration in the saturated ballast depends on the saturation temperature and can be approximated by the adequate expression:

$$\xi_1(t) = \xi_1 \Big[\theta_1(t)\Big] = \sum_{i=0}^{s} h \theta_1^i(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (27)
Finally, based on the above mentioned and taking into account that specific internal energy for liquids and solids is \( u = h \) (because at relatively small pressures the term \( p / \rho \) is negligible), the unsteady internal energy of ballast is \( U_s(t) \equiv H_s(t) \). Since \( \vartheta_{s,i}(t) = T_{s,i}(t) - T_o \), \( T_o = 273.15 \text{K} \), from the unsteady-state macroscopic balance of the mass it results

\[
\frac{\partial m \left( T_s \right)}{\partial T_s} = -\frac{\partial m \left( T_s \right)}{\partial t}
\]

and for the total time derivation of the internal energy it is obtained

\[
d\frac{U_s(t)}{dt} = C(t) \frac{dT(t)}{dt} + C_s(t) \frac{dT_s(t)}{dt} + C_i(t) \frac{dT_i(t)}{dt}
\]

In this formula the unsteady apparent thermal capacitances of unsaturated and saturated ballast, and of the excreted pure ice as well, are defined as follows

\[
C_i(t) = m_i(T_s) \frac{\partial h_s(T_s, T_s)}{\partial T_s}
\]

\[
C_s(t) = m_s(T_s) \frac{\partial h_s(T_s, T_s)}{\partial T_s} + \left[ h_s(T_s) - h_w(T_s, T_s) \right] \frac{\partial m(T_s)}{\partial T_s}
\]

\[
C(t) = m_i(T_s) \frac{\partial h(T_s)}{\partial T_s}
\]

By connecting these temperature dependent capacitances to the corresponding unsteady temperatures \( T_i(t) \), \( T_s(t) \) and \( T(t) \) respectively, as well as taking into account the existence of the permanent thermal capacitance \( C_s(T_s) \) lumped to unsteady temperature \( T_s(t) \) of the partition wall \( k \), it is possible to sketch equivalent DTNB for heat exchange between the ballast subjected to partial freezing and low temperature surroundings through the wall \( k \), as shown in Figure 11b.

The thermal resistance \( \tilde{R}_{k} \left( \lambda, \delta \right) \) through formed pure ice of the unsteady thickness \( \delta_{k}(t) \), is defined by the expression

\[
\tilde{R}_{k} \left( \lambda, \delta \right) = \frac{\delta_{k}(t)}{\lambda(T)A_k}
\]

where \( \lambda(T) \) is the thermal conductivity of pure ice at its mean temperature.

### 3.4 Modelling of environmental items interacting with the ship

A general approach to the modelling of particular environmental items, which act as excitation on the ship as a very complex energy system, is presented here.

These environmental items can be classified as non-stationary scalar and vector fields, which are a consequence of the overall energy interactions in the Solar System, and for their mathematical modelling much effort should be invested. In general, the statistical data for the characteristic environmental items in some region defined by the geographical attitude \( \varphi \) and longitude \( \mu \) for one-year period are available from WMO (World Meteorological Organization), like those for average DAT as illustrated in Figure 2a.

By processing such collected data, it is possible to make adequate mathematical formulations, which pretty well approximate the spatial and time dependent environmental items. On the other hand, for a specified mission of the ship the route is predefined and can be mathematically formulated as \( \varphi(\mu, t) \) or \( \mu(\varphi, t) \) whichever is more appropriate, so that any environmental item can be mathematically expressed in the functional dependence on the Solar time \( t \), and \( \varphi \) (\( \mu \)) or \( \mu \) (\( \varphi \)), whichever is more suitable. For instance, if the navigation route is defined by \( \mu(\varphi, t) \), then the environmental vector and scalar quantities that are involved in mathematical models of the energy transmission between the ship and the environment are expressed by corresponding functional dependences on \( \rho \) and \( t \) as shown in Figure 12.

The characteristic vectors and scalars given in Figure 12 are:

- **Vectors**
  - \( \vec{v}_{i}(\varphi, t), \vec{v}_{s}(\varphi, t) \) sea current and wind velocity, respectively (these vectors are aligned in the tangential plane of the sphere), \( \vec{v}_{i}(\varphi, t) \) vector of the Solar irradiance; scalars
  - \( \Theta_{i}(\varphi, t), \Delta \Theta_{i}(\varphi, t) \) and \( \Delta \Theta_{i}(\varphi, t) \) are yearly average DAT, respectively, \( \tau_{i}(\varphi, t) \) fluctuation period of the \( \Theta_{i}(\varphi, t) \), \( \chi(\mu, t) \) saturation level of the moist air, \( \Gamma(\varphi, t), \Psi(\varphi, t) \) sky coverage with the clouds and the attenuation of the Sun radiation due to clouds, respectively, \( \Gamma_{s}(\varphi, t) \)
  - \( \psi_{s}(\varphi, t) \) sea coverage with the sea ice and sea ice thickness, respectively, \( \vartheta(t) \) sea temperature at depth \( d \) measured from free surface, \( H_{i}(\varphi, t) \), \( T_{i}(\varphi, t) \) significant wave height and period, respectively.

Furthermore, any vector can be defined by using the corresponding scalar, so for wind and sea currents their modules \( v_{s}(\varphi, t) \) and \( v_{w}(\varphi, t) \), and the angles closing with related parallel \( \varphi_{s}(\varphi, t) \) and \( \varphi_{w}(\varphi, t) \) are available, whilst for sea waves the angle between the wave propagation and related parallel \( \varphi_{w}(\varphi, t) \) is on disposal.

The ship’s sailing velocity is a vector too, defined by the following expression,

\[
\vec{v}_{s}(t) = \frac{d\vec{r}(t)}{dt} = \frac{d}{dt} \left\{ \cos[\varphi(t)] \cos[\mu(t)] \hat{i} \right\} + \frac{d}{dt} \left\{ \cos[\varphi(t)] \sin[\mu(t)] \hat{j} \right\} + \frac{d}{dt} \left\{ \sin[\varphi(t)] \hat{k} \right\}
\]

Figure 12: The navigation route
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where \( \vec{r}(t) \) is the radii vector of the sailing route defined by the unsteady spherical coordinates \( \varphi(t) \) and \( \mu(t) \) of the ship, as shown in Figure 12, and \( r \) is the mean radius of the Earth (here the fact that the Earth is a slightly flattened geoid is ignored). In general, taking into account that \( \varphi \) is time dependent i.e. \( \varphi_s = \varphi_s(t) \), then the functional \( \mu_s \) dependent on the navigation route can be expressed by either a polynomial or trigonometric series as follows:

\[
\mu_s(\varphi,t) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} a_n \varphi^{n+1}(t), \quad \mu_s(\varphi,t) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} a_n \sin[\varphi(\varphi,t)]
\]

(35)

or in a special case, as in the case of orthodromic navigation, \( \mu_s \) is defined by the formula:

\[
\mu_s(\varphi) = \mu_s + \arcsin[\sin(\mu_s - \mu_s \cot(\varphi - \mu_s) \tan(\varphi(t) - \varphi_s))]
\]

(36)

Generally, any environmental item existing on the navigation route \( e_s(\varphi,t) \) can be expressed in dependence of \( \varphi \) and \( \phi \) in the form of the product of trigonometric series of the sine functions as follows:

\[
e_s(\varphi,t) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \sum_{l=0}^{\infty} A_{nl} \sin(i \varphi + l \gamma) \sin[\mu(\varphi,\varphi_s) - \measuredangle(\varphi,\varphi_s)]
\]

(37)

or in a special case, as in the case of orthodromic navigation,

\[
\mu_s(\varphi) = \mu_s + \arcsin[\sin(\mu_s - \mu_s \cot(\varphi - \mu_s) \tan(\varphi(t) - \varphi_s))]
\]

(36)

For instance, it is possible to present the mathematical model for the atmospheric air temperature, like a combination of three basic temperature models, which are acquired from the adequate statistic data collected for some navigation route, as follows:

\[
\theta_a(\varphi,\varphi_r) = \theta_{a_0}(\varphi,\varphi_r) + \frac{1}{2} \Delta \theta_{a_0}(\varphi,\varphi_r) \sin[\omega_s(\varphi_r) + \gamma(\varphi_r,\varphi_r)]
\]

(38)

It can be noticed in Fig. 2b, that the fluctuation period of \( \Delta \theta_{a_0}(\varphi,\varphi_r) \) is about half synodic month \( \tau_{sm} \) (29.3 + 29.8 \% \( \tau_s \)), where \( \tau_s = 24h \) is mean solar day, so for the unsteady angular frequency it is obtained \( \omega_s(\varphi_r) = 2\pi / \tau_{sm} \).
The fluctuation of \( \Delta \vartheta (\varphi, t) \), can be depicted by using the fact that daily temperature minima occur right after the dawn, and their corresponding time dependent phase shift is \( \gamma (\varphi, t) \), whilst the apparent angular frequency yields \( \omega_d = 2\pi / \tau_d \).

By using the above mentioned concept, the corresponding mathematical models for \( \vartheta (\varphi, t) \) and \( \Delta \vartheta (\varphi, t) \) were developed in [25] as illustrated in Figure 13 and Figure 14a.

If \( t = t - \tau_s \) is relative time, where \( \tau_s \) is time elapsed since the beginning of the year, and if \( \varphi (t) \) is determined, then environmental items \( e (\varphi, t) \) existing through the navigation route, can be expressed in the functional dependence on relative time \( e(t) \). For instance, for the navigation starting at the moment \( \tau_s \) by inserting \( \varphi (t) \) in the atmospheric air temperature model \( \vartheta (\varphi, t) \) the time dependence \( \vartheta (t) \) during navigation is obtained, as shown in Figure 14b. [24].

During the navigation the ship surfaces are periodically exposed to Sun’s radiation that contains the following components: 
- \( q_d(t) \) intensity of the direct Sun radiation (Sun irradiance), 
- \( q_{dif}(t) \) diffuse radiation of the sky, 
- \( q_{sd}(t) \) irradiance reflected by the sea surface, and 
- \( q_{sd}(t) \) diffusely radiation of the sky. The modelling of the intensity of the total Sun radiation on the exposed ship surfaces is quite complex, especially during the navigation when the solar geometry parameters depend both on the solar time and changeable geographical position, so this is beyond the scope of this article.

This problem has been solved in a reliable manner in [24], and thus for the total Sun radiation on the characteristic ship surfaces during the navigation on a predefined route, the intermittent character is obtained as shown in Figure 15.

4 Case study – Modelling of thermal interactions between the DSBT and the surroundings

Based on Figure 4 which shows the cross section of a tanker, and by neglecting both the radiation effects and conductivity resistance through partitive walls, and taking into account the capacitances of involved thermal items, the corresponding DTN for the DSBT is obtained, as illustrated in Figure 16.

Thus, the underdetermined system of 17 nonlinear first order differential equations with 18 unknown temperature functions is obtained. It should be noted that the above mentioned artificial walls numbered with 12 and 45 have been introduced into the system of differential equations in order to avoid the combined system of nonlinear ordinary and differential equations, which is more complex for solving than the system containing only differential equations. Further, two characteristic cases of the application of this system of differential equations will be considered, the first case when there is no heating of the ballast tanks, and second, when there is heating of the ballast tanks.

4.1 No heating of the ballast tanks

No ballast freezing

In this case, navigation without the ballast tank heating is considered, so in the mathematical view \( T_r(t) = T_f(t) \), the
Underdetermined system of the differential equations becomes a determined system. The characteristic environment items that are in thermal interacting with the ballast tanks are defined in the way as shown in Figure 17.

Based on arbitrarily chosen same initial conditions for all unknown unsteady temperatures, and by using the software package Mathematica7 their solutions are obtained, as illustrated in the diagrams in Figure 18. According to these temperature diagrams, it is evident that the underlying ballast solidification temperatures firstly appeared on wall 17, so by finding the root transcendental equation \( T_t(t) = T_w \), the time interval at which freeze does not occur is obtained.

**Ballast freezing on plate 17 (the I-phase of freezing)**

The adequate DTN describing the heat transfer between the ballast in the freezing process and the surroundings is drawn, as shown in Figure 19. Based on this DTN, taking that \( T_t(t) = T_e(t) \)
Figure 19 The PM and corresponding DTN for the DSBT during BF on plate 17
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Figure 20 Unsteady temperatures during the first phase of freezing
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and neglecting the heat transfer through node 12i (because there is a very thin layer of the extracted ice), the determined system of 20 nonlinear differential equations that is solvable only numerically is obtained.

Initial conditions for unknown unsteady temperatures T1(t), T2(t),..., T56(t), correspond to the values at the end of the previous interval (then there is no BF), which been computed for the time corresponding to the root equation Tt T t hbf I 17 47 2() , , =⇒ =. These time depending temperatures during the first phase of freezing are shown in Figure 20, from which it is evident that further freezing will occur on artificial wall 12. During this phase of freezing the solidification temperature of the ballast Ts(t) is slowly reduced, because the salt concentration ξ(t) in the unfrozen ballast is slightly increased, as shown in Figure 21a.

It should be noted that in this phase of BF, instead of temperature T17(t) of wall 17, which is valid in the case without freezing, the temperature T17(t) is corresponding temperature for wall 17, so temperature T17(t) from the previously non-freezing phase corresponds to solidification temperature T(t) during this freezing phase, and here T17(t) is the unsteady mean temperature of the excreted pure ice on the internal surface of wall 17.

4.2 The heating of the ballast tanks without BF

In this case, the dynamic thermal interactions between the heated ballast tanks and the surroundings are considered. In order to prevent BF, quasistatic balance temperature TTv wTT bf 17 17 (, ) () = shown in Figure 22, is taken as the equilibrium unsteady temperature of the ballast, and because of that the above mentioned system of differential equations is reduced. Firstly, as the time dependence T(t) = [T(t),v(t)]T(Tv, Tw) is predefined, the first differential equation is transformed into an ordinary transcendental equation from which the unknown unsteady temperature T(t) is obtained. Secondly, the differential equations in node 17 vanished because the corresponding temperature in that node is T17 = Tbf = const., and consequently the determined system of differential equations containing 15 unknown unsteady temperatures T1(t), T2(t),..., T56(t) is obtained.

![Figure 22](image)

For unsteady environmental items such as ship sailing velocity (or sea current velocity), wind velocity, and temperatures of the atmospheric air and sea, as shown in Figure 17, the solution of this system of differential equations is presented in Figures 23a.,b.,c., whilst the effect of the unsteady temperatures on some CHTC is shown in Figure 23d.

Finally, based on the balanced temperature of the heating coil, the total unsteady heating load of the side ballast tank Φt(t) = Φ(t) can be determined, as shown in Figure 24. This heating load is consists of the heating flows through walls 17, 12, 16, 13, 14, and of the heating flow (ballast capacitance) that is accumulated in the ballast Φ(t). It can be seen from Figure 24 that the majority of the total heating load consists of the heating flows through wall 17 because of the highest temperature difference, and through wall 16 because of the lowest convective resistances.
Conclusion

The article presents an approach to the modelling of thermal interaction between the ship and the low-temperature environment in order to perceive acting problems that need to be overcome already in the preliminary design phase. The most important problems are related to the parts of the hull and some equipment and facilities exposed to the extreme low-temperature effects, as well as substantial amounts of acting heat loads of specific ship systems (ballast, liquid fuel, ship’s quarters, etc.).

By creating credible mathematical models of thermal interactions of the ship in a realistic environment, it is possible to obtain...
close to realistic thermal responses of the ship, on the basis of which the selection of appropriate structural materials can be assessed, and the ship’s thermal plant capacity necessary to balance the overall acting heating load can be determined.

The concept of application of DTN in the modelling of the thermal interactions allows the elaboration of extremely complex thermal problems in a rather simple and tangible way, so that the thermal system is described with a system of highly nonlinear differential equations the solutions of which are time-dependent temperatures.

These solutions are achieved only by appropriate numerical methods, and for this purpose the software package Mathematica7, which in a relatively short period of time gives very accurate results, has been used.

The most realistic insight into the upcoming thermal interaction is achieved by applying the concept of DTN extended to radiation effects, which is not considered in this article. The most interesting and probably the most complex and most useful is the application of this concept in the modelling of thermal interaction between LNG carriers and the environment, which is reflected through the simulation both of the temperature field in the hull and the unsteady heating loads of the cargo tanks, in order to facilitate the selection of the solution for the cargo containment system, and thus further research in this direction is expected.
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